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Special Report with Patrick Byrne,
‘Based on evidence we have there is no way Biden
will be President’ – Election Fraud 2020.
There is no doubt that significant Election Fraud is taking place in the 2020 election. We
have warned about this for over two years now and America is at a critical tipping point.
What we are seeing play out is perhaps the most intense economic warfare you will
ever see. It’s the battle for the control of America and it is largely about the money.
Tens of trillions of dollars are literally at stake. If we lose integrity in our elections, we
will lose America.
Public Hearings are being held this week in Arizona and Michigan related to Election
Fraud and what took place in key swing state counties. Witnesses are providing powerful
testimonies, evidence and affidavits yet, not surprisingly, mainstream (aka “Deep State”)
media is not even the least bit curious about these hearings or giving it any coverage.
Despite efforts to block the truth from getting out, concerned citizens are working together
to protect our election system and democracy. There is significant evidence that the 2020
election is one of the largest industrial frauds to take place in the history of the world. It is
critical that American’s hold the line and ensure
a fair election system is in place to protect our
democratic republic.
The progressive agenda is frightening and
they are fighting with great intensity. And the
plans they have are despicable. They’re openly
talking about reeducation camps, limits on
speech, intentions of taking permanent control
of the voting process, whether by machines or
removing the Electoral College or lowering the
voting age or making new states or packing the Supreme Court. These are real agendas
that are openly being discussed by those claiming control of the White House and
Congress.
For your briefing this week Patrick Byrne is in the Economic War Room® to share election
fraud insights he has helped uncover and explain the mathematical impossibilities of the
vote in these six swing state counties.
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Your Mission:
1. To hold the line for Election Integrity and understand the real fraud taking place in
US elections.
2. To understand the mathematical impossibilities of Biden’s win in the 6 key swing
counties and the real issues of Election Fraud in the 2020 race.

“You know that I jumped from Overstock.com a year ago
and came forward about my involvement in certain
matters. To me, this is the last act of that play. I knew that
they were going to do something this election, and it’s too
much of a back story to get into today, but I knew that
they were going to do something.” –Patrick Byrne

Ep. 3-116 (OSINT) Open-Sourced Special Report. This is a Special Election Fraud Report
with Kevin Freeman and Patrick Byrne. Patrick received a bachelor’s degree in philosophy
and Asian studies from Dartmouth College, a master’s in philosophy (ethics) from
Cambridge University as a Marshall Scholar, and a doctorate in philosophy (focusing on
political theory, jurisprudence, and economics) from Stanford University. He has taught at
the university level and frequently guest-lectures on business, the Internet, leadership and
ethics. He is the former CEO and major shareholder of Overstock.com, Inc., a Utah-based
internet retailer that has been publicly traded since 2002.

1.

The Background – Insights from 2018 Election Investigation and how it was the setup
for 2020 election fraud.
Patrick Byrne got involved in studying Election Fraud in 2018 as related to a Dallas
election. He helped fund further analysis for the team working on this. Economic
War Room with Kevin Freeman was one of the first to report on the alarming
information discovered as it relates to the voting machines and election fraud.
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•

Dallas, 2018 - it started with an election
that was compromised. There were so
many irregularities in it that it was obvious
investigation was needed.

•

Economic War Room also provided early
coverage and embargoed our reports
until government agencies had a chance
to react and correct the situation. Yet,
they were still released to the public well
before the 2020 election.

•

According to Dr. Byrne, the government of Texas had a governor’s blue-ribbon
panel and they hired a cyber team to study all these strange irregularities in the
Dallas election.

•

This team had two years to put together what the rest of America has had
about twenty days to understand.

•

The team identified about a dozen ways you can hack these systems.

Like the Citizens Coalition at EveryLegalVote.com, Patrick Byrne was part of a
group of concerned citizens leading an effort for fair elections. This team included
various cyber sleuths, hackers, military intelligence personnel, investigators as well
as ordinary, honest, concerned citizens.
The Outcome: The group did a lot of reverse engineering as they identified and
shared their election fraud insights with government officials. The goal was to fix
the voting machine vulnerabilities prior to the 2020 election.
•

The group had a several meetings, and multiple briefings in August and
September with the Department of Homeland Security. CISA, in the end (the
cyber infrastructure group), refused to attend the meetings.

•

Unfortunately, nothing productive happened.

WARNING: The group that is in charge of signing off on this stuff refused to attend
the meetings with the DHS. This is documented and should raise concerns.
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2.

Over the last 15 years, Dr. Byrne identifies a link between the financial elite and the
Deep State as two primary wings of the oligarchy.
Financial Elites:
•

This is a 15-year story for Dr. Byrne. He has the Deep Capture blog and has covered
the criminal activity that’s been in our financial system for years.

•

He found and uncovered financial fraud when he was heading Overstock.com
because they were manipulating Overstock shares through naked short selling.

•

Kevin Freeman found foreign actors using these same tools in order to take down
our financial system.
CASE STUDY AND HISTORY: Patrick Byrne Shares highlights from Deep Capture.

“I’ve been on this and that was the actual full story up on Deep Capture. But I was
sort of given an assignment in 2006 to get to the bottom of those two things. And
who gave me that assignment? It’s all written up on my blog. But so to me this was all
related and I was actually offered a bribe
two years ago to keep silent. And I knew
what they were going to do because of
that. They asked me to keep silent until this
election and so I knew that this election was
going to be hacked.
I was out there with a group of people trying
to set traps for it and reverse engineer it
as quickly as we could. The truth is we’ve
had the rough outline of what happened,
we knew by November 5th or 6th and then there was sort of a week of getting data
and pulling data and humping the numbers, as they say, and then coming to D.C. and
starting to offer it to the mainstream news and to the campaign, and to the people
around President Trump.”
How it was received:
Mainstream news… “They not only shut the door in our face, they shut the door and
they welded it shut and that they do not want to know about this.”
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The President’s Team… “the people around the President were interested. Sidney
Powell had pretty much figured out she had sussed it out herself. We showed up
with what was sort of the missing data pieces. She had the picture of how it was
happening we brought in the missing pieces, basically the data from the cyber side
of it.’

3.

The hacker insights - what stood out as it relates to the most important elements of
why the 2020 election was hacked.
The Fraud is not widespread - It does not
have to be. The Democrats are correct in
that they keep saying the fraud wasn’t
widespread. It was very strategic and
very focused.
Patrick Byrne shares:
“It is focused on six counties. They figured
out that if you jack (in the sense of hijack, like
carjacking)…if you election jack in six counties in America, you can steal the nation.”
•

You don’t have to steal the whole nation,
just steal six counties.

•

And those counties are Atlanta, Philly,
Detroit, Milwaukee, Maricopa County
(which is greater Phoenix area), and
Clark (which is the greater Vegas area).

•

You steal those six places or even
just a few of them. You flip the state
that they’re in, which flips the Electoral
College, which flips the nation.

•

So really stealing the United States comes down to stealing six counties. But boy, in
those counties, they want what I call “full on Goon.”

In those are the six counties you hear about this crazy stuff, including shutting down
counting in the middle of the night, kicking out poll watchers, wheeling in ballots.
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“Whoever heard of that one, shutting down in the
middle of the night? They were counting in Atlanta
and they made everyone go home. But some of the
Republicans didn’t go home and they stuck around
and they got videos. There are people sneaking in with
backpacks and such filled with ballots. So that same
general plan happened in all those six places, there
were things like that, along with other kinds of fraud like
Sharpie ballots.” –Patrick Byrne

ATTENTION:

KEY INSIGHT AND SCOOP – ANOTHER ELECTION FRAUD CODE BROKEN!

Patrick Byrne shares:
“In the last week or the last few days, actually, we uncovered even a side of it not
made public until today. Beyond that, they did another kind of cheating where they
basically took places that were already blue, deep blue, and made them even more
intensely blue.
They also took places that were red, very red, and made them just a shade less
red because no one would notice. So they took counties and we know of at least
two states. We can document this where there were heavily red counties and they
figured, you know, if we go up to a place that’s sixty-six percent Republican and we
steal. So there they steal six hundred votes, three hundred votes from this town,
that town. So it ends up only being sixty-one percent Republican, you know, it’s
still going to look like well over, it’s not going to look strange to anyone. And so what
they did, they stole small amounts of ballots in these rural areas. What they didn’t
do and they were smart is they didn’t take a place that was just a little bit red
and flip it blue because that would get too much attention and people staring. But
they went to places that were intensely red and made them a little bit less red by
stealing these rural areas, by stealing small batches of votes in different towns.
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And then they took big cities that were heavy blue and they made them heavy,
heavy blue. You know, that was the strategy. That’s their answer. The whole answer
is, ‘Oh, we clearly couldn’t have been stealing here because, look, Trump won all
these counties where our system is operating.’ But that’s not a valid answer, is it?”
•

“We can establish what the expected vote should have been within a fairly
narrow band looking at such matters as voter registration in that county over
the four years since the first election. And that is generally a very good predictor
of what then is going to happen in the election that follows.

•

In most of the country, but in certain counties you use that and you can predict
what should have come to Trump and what did come to Trump. And there’s a
market difference.

•

They clearly executed this strategy. You can even see it is geographically
isolated.

•

We sent people into those counties and we have gotten the goods. I mean, we
have physical evidence. We have obtained the physical evidence of this because
these machines do create auditable trails.

•

We have acquired physical evidence, which is absolute proof of fraud, we’ve put
in for emergency filings for this is all.

•

We’ve shown up in filings for emergency orders with judges over the weekend,
but at the heart of some of those emergency filings that are going on, it is that
kind of hard proof!”

“You can’t get 80 million votes, more than
any other presidential candidate in history
and win the fewest counties of a winning
candidate in history. Plus, all of these other
statistical anomalies. But what you’re saying
is that somebody looked at the machines,
validated that there was theft that’s taking
place, looking at the logs in the tapes and the
drives. That is amazing. And is sounds like the
Trump legal team has this?” –Kevin Freeman
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“The Trump legal team has that. I want to emphasize that the Trump legal team
is a bunch of smart people. They don’t need us. We probably just accelerated
things a lot. They had figured out they had smelled skunk and they sort of put
together what had happened. They put it together in a legal way. We showed up
with the with missing pieces to the puzzle, the data and the hard evidence and sort
of the technical explanation of how what happened. They knew what happened.
They didn’t know how it happened. We showed up with hard evidence of how it
happened.” –Patrick Byrne

4.

Where is the evidence? What does it include?
At this point, there’s all kinds of these guys who are saying, where’s
the evidence? They don’t understand that there’s all kinds of
evidence, these include:
• Affidavits
• Documentary Evidence
• Video Evidence - There are tapes
that show how things changed
Economic War Room has previously
reported and documented election
fraud with the group that did the
deconstruction of the Dallas election.
This same team has provided insights
on what to be looking for in 2020.
“We knew how they would go about doing it in these 12 different methods. And so we
really knew exactly what to look for in each place. And when you see it, it all dovetails
beautifully. If you were going to use these machines to hack an election, you would
expect the people who participate, both the voters and the precinct workers, to
have certain experiences. And what do you know they did! We have affidavits from
hundreds and hundreds, probably thousands at this point who did have those
experiences. And you would expect certain statistical irregularities. And then you
get these outrageous quadrillion to one statistical oddities, like the chances that
you would go and win the Powerball lottery and then go back the next week and
win it again. The chance you would win two in a row like that. Well, that happened!
I am saying things that outrageous happened in numerous precincts and numerous
counties.” –Patrick Byrne
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“I used to think two weeks ago that the possible outcomes were a Biden
presidency, a Trump presidency or a civil war. Based on what we have
now, I can say confidently there is no way Joe Biden will be seated as
president.
If the Supreme Court turns a blind eye to the proof and that we have, then there will
never be election integrity again….At the end of the day, no repercussions if they let
that stand and the goons will never be stopped again.” –Dr. Patrick Byrne

5.

It’s over, don’t believe the narrative, what’s the probability of a real Biden win by
these numbers in these counties?
An Exercise of Probabilities - Is Joe Biden really this lucky??
Scenario A: Equivalent to Two Powerball Victories in a Row.
Imagine some imagine you were in a city that was 96 percent Democrat,
and you had one hundred people come in randomly and vote.
The chance that all 100 vote for Biden is 1.6 percent and the calculation is
0.96 raised to the hundredth power. It’s one point six percent. That’s 60 to
one against the chance. What if you have a thousand people come in and
vote for Biden in a row?

If ninety-six percent of a 1,000-voter city were Democrat and a thousand
people were voting Biden in a row, that’s about a quadrillion to one. That’s
about the chance of two Powerball victories in a row.
Scenario B: A Pennsylvania county win that is essentially equal to, two random
people picking up the same grain of sand somewhere in the world.
There are areas we had in Pennsylvania where Biden had 130,000 votes in
a row.

That’s the same chances that if I were to tell you to go somewhere in the
world and pick one grain of sand and then randomly and you go pick my
grain same grain of sand. What are the chances we pick the same grain of
sand somewhere in the world?
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Scenario C: Machines uploading way beyond their capacity with strange odds.
Voting Machine Capacities that defy the odds and what is possible.

We have it down to the serial number of each machine in each location. And
we know their capacity and added it up. It could have been fifty or sixty
thousand ballots and yet they somehow uploaded 300,000 in a 90-minute
period. That should not have been able to happen, that tells you there’s all
kinds of gimmickry going on.
		

That’s how we see the very strange spikes of votes for Biden.

Timing is everything - Except perhaps in this case, the statistical anomalies
happened after they sent people home.

And by the way, these things always happen in those weird periods where
they shut down the voting tabulation and told everyone to go home.
In Pennsylvania, Biden had 580,000 votes injected and four spike uploads
of ballots.

And of all those five hundred and eighty thousand, only three thousand were
for Trump and the rest were for Biden. So it’s 99.5ish for Biden. This just
doesn’t happen in nature.
page 10
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Scenario D – What are the odds this activity and spikes only happening in these
six counties?

Oddly enough, these strange probabilities all occurred in the counties that are
on that list of the counties they have to cheat in to win. These did not occur in
similar cities where it was certain that Biden would win anyway like Chicago, or
Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, or New York, despite geographic
and demographic similarities to the questionable cities.
If you just cheat these five or six counties, you flip the right states, you flip the
Electoral College. It happened in just those places.
It’s just gotten silly to even have hearing people say, well, “Where’s the evidence?”
That’s like people saying, “Look at the Emperor’s beautiful clothes.” It’s obvious he’s
naked to anyone honest enough to look. Likewise, it’s the fraud here should be
obvious to anyone willing to see it.
“You know, there’s all kinds of different evidence that all marries up together
beautifully from testimonial evidence to video evidence to statistical evidence,
to the evidence of the capability of the machines as manifested in their
manuals and how this all can be done.” –Patrick Byrne

For the first time, counting stopped in these targeted counties. It was supposedly
time for everyone to go home, but not everyone did!
Then the numbers start getting impossible. It didn’t just happen in one county.
It happened in multiple counties, almost simultaneous, same spike, almost
coordinated, using what appears to be the same algorithm.
“We are seeing outcomes resulting that are beyond quadrillions to one beyond
winning the Powerball. It’d be like winning the Powerball four times in a row or
something. And this all happens when? Oh, what do you know? Just when they
kicked everybody out and said everyone has to go home and sleep and we’re
going to get some rest. They kicked it and they sent goons to force the Republicans
out. And what do you know, some of the Republicans didn’t leave. They stayed out,
but they filmed. And what do you know? They saw people come in with backpacks,
heavy backpacks.” –Patrick Byrne
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Oddly enough, it’s all the counties that are on that list of the counties that have to
cheat. If you just cheat these five, six counties, you flip the right states, you flip the
electoral college. It is in these counties where the math seems to be impossible. And
these are the counties where electoral fraud has long been suspected. Only this time
the fraud was massive, beyond anything ever seen before.
BREAKING ALERT – Georgia Update from Patrick Byrne
Prior to this briefing, Patrick spoke with a very credible person it appears they are
they were still bringing in fresh absentee ballots in Georgia. In other words, they’re
manufacturing ballots offsite and bringing them in. And they’re doing that as late as
November 30.
“They have been filmed bringing in fresh absentee ballots today, which is, I think,
at least five days past where all of that was supposed to be stopped. They are
manufacturing fresh absentee ballots.”
BE ON THE WATCH FOR THESE VIDEOS IN THE MEDIA – OR NOT?? PERHAPS YOUR
OWN TRUSTED NETWORK.

Did you know?
Dominion Voting Machines can print votes on a ballot and has a library of natural
marks. The question is why would you do this if you were not trying to cheat?
Another thing you need to know is these Dominion machines, the “readers” also have
little printers in them. So you feed a ballot into a Dominion machine. It can actually
print a vote. It can print a vote! And not only can it print a vote, it has a library and
this is in their marketing materials. It has a library of natural looking marks. So, they
don’t just print a perfectly round circle that just perfectly fills up the circle. They
actually advertise they have a library of different marks that make it look like a
human mark.
“What that means is that any machine that’s been compromised, if any ballots have
run through it, those ballots are now compromised unless you’re going to get into
forensic analysis of ink and hand checked. And so those ballots, you can recount
them all you want. You don’t know what was on those ballots when they came in.”
–Patrick Byrne
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Machines Made for Hacking?
•

Open slots in the motherboard: It is easy it is to compromise these machines,
either through cyber or if you ever had physical access, it’s child’s play.

• Anyone with physical access can for a few seconds pop a chip in there. That
machine is compromised forever.
Dominion Machines even make it easy for foreign interference:
• There’s a malware called QSnatch which ZD net, a technology journal, had an
article in July that said sixty-two thousand million NAS devices were infected with
this malware. See Article.
•

QSnatch takes the credentials of people as they log in as administrators and
sends them to China. So everything that I just described cannot only be done by
bad actors in Maricopa or other critical counties, and it can be done by somebody
sitting over in China at a military base where they hack.

“It’s just insane that we let our
country get to this point.”
–Patrick Byrne

“That’s an important point because there is an Executive Order and
there are laws in the United States against foreign interference in our
elections. That’s a basis and a reason for the President to put out an
order demanding that all of these machines be impounded so that they
can be examined and we can get to the truth.” –Kevin Freeman
6.

Blockchain could be a solution for accountable fair voting.
“There’s one thing that even the elites with all their money cannot corrupt, and that is
the laws of mathematics. Blockchain runs on cryptography, which runs on the laws of
mathematics. Even with all the money the elites/goons have, they can’t cheat the laws
of math. So ultimately, a blockchain system will solve this.”
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Patrick recommended one blockchain company to look is a company called Voatz
(https://voatz.com/) that is developing a solution for blockchain voting. (His previous
company, Overstock, helped seed this, but he currently has no financial interest.)
“What we’re learning once again, what you and I learned over a decade ago with Wall
Street, is that all human institutions are corruptible because people are corruptible.
They can be bought. And whether you’re talking about regulators, or senators, or
congressmen, or journalists, or judges, they can all be for sale.”
“I think we’re going to find out, America, our collective will. It may be quite a bit different
than what we’ve been told for about fifteen or twenty years. I think there’s far more
engagement going on at a local and state level than we ever had any idea about.
We know, by the way, business is going on now in the presidential election. They’re
stealing congressional seats. No one’s paying any attention to this. But in Nevada,
California, Virginia and Texas, there’s overwhelming evidence that there is they’re not
just trying to steal the presidential seat. They’re in the business of shaving and slowly
moving Congress over in their direction, picking off seats, using these methods and
technologies.” –Patrick Byrne

Why You Should Care:
o The ability to transform our country can be manipulated by six key swing
state counties.
o The probability of the stated election results with the math in these counties is
statistically impossible.
o Voting machines should not be allowed to print marks that look like human marks.
Why would our elected officials buy machines with these functions?
o Despite inconsistencies, election officials claimed that this is the safest most
secure election ever. Dominion contributed to this statement but refused to
testify at public hearings.
o America’s democracy is at risk and now is the time to stand for our republic and
for your voice to be heard.
o Americans must demand free and fair elections!
page 14
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Action Steps:
•

We MUST we audit the entire process and this needs to get to the Supreme Court.

•

We must return to a process that honestly counts – rather than manipulates –
every legal vote.

•

Hold the line, demonstrate social patience, and do not fall to the media narratives
of the election being over until we are assured every legal vote is counted. America
needs to know there is integrity in our voting systems and machines.

•

You heard it from us in the Economic War Room before. If you have not seen them,
you can see these episodes at www.EconomicWarRoom.com/myvote.
And don’t forget that we have built,
with a group of concerned citizens, a
website www.eveylegalvote.com
that can keep you updated on election
fraud, new information, how the
election is being impacted, and how
you can take action. Be sure to click the
Take Action where we make it easy to
make your voice know in less than
60 seconds!

•

•

Be sure to sign up for our free Economic Battle Plans™ at
www.EconomicWarRoom.com
o If you are following Economic War Room you will be on the leading edge as
it relates to global threats, geopolitical analysis, and how you can weaponize
your money to strengthen America. Your money, livelihood and way of life
are at risk and these tools are designed to mobilize America to protect their
economic liberty.

•

Learn more about Economic War Rooms financial advisor training at
https://www.economicwarroom.com/advisor
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In the Economic War Room®, we encourage Americans to be the “small ships that make the
difference.” You cannot solely rely on the government or the president to solve America’s
problems. You have to make a difference. It is up to you to help take our country back and create
a voice for economic liberty. [The small ships are based on Churchill’s Operation Dynamo that
rescued the British Expeditionary Forces in the Miracle of Dunkirk.

We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what you can do now to help
strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in touch with your congressional
representatives. Choose from the list or set your own goals:
√

Get others to sign up on our website (https://www.economicwarroom.com)
and review our free weekly Economic Battle Plans.TM Each of these will address
critical solutions to the threats highlighted in this briefing.

√ At our Economic War Room® website, sign up to TheBlaze for our complete
weekly shows. Please use our code (ECON) from that link for a discount and
FREE trial.
√ Follow, like, comment, and share on FB and Twitter. Look for short video
segments on FB and make sure those are shared. We recognize these tools
may be compromised at times, but if they are not filtered, they are the major
platforms available to reach out to the public. [Know that alternatives to the
social platforms listed above are under EWR consideration.]
√

Check out XOTV (https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room), a new
free speech video platform that Economic War Room is proud to partner with.
Access is FREE but consider making a donation to EWR on that website to help
with Economic War Room’s research and production costs.

√ You are welcome to share this battle plan and our short video segments with
friends on FB or YouTube. We set up the Economic War Room® to be your
resource for information, preparation, and mobilization.
√

Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios
developed now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when
an economic event happens is usually too late.

√ Talk with your financial advisor as it relates to your savings/investments. Ensure
your advisor understand the potential impact economic/geo-political scenarios
could have on your portfolio. LOOK FOR ECONOMIC WAR ROOM’S ADVISOR
AND INVESTOR ONLINE TRAINING COURSES COMING SOON.
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Shareable Quote:
“What we are seeing play out is perhaps the
most intense Economic Warfare you will see.
That’s because the battle for control of America
is largely about the money. If we lose integrity
in our elections, we will lose America.”
–Kevin Freeman

*DISCLAIMER: The Economic War Room

®
and its affiliates do not provide investment advice. In cases where guests or others may
discuss investment ideas, these should not be viewed or construed as advice. The sole purpose is education and information. And,
viewers should realize that in any case past performance is not indicative of future results. Neither Kevin Freeman, his guests or
EWR-Media Holdings, LLC suggests, offers, or guarantees any specific outcome or profit. You should be aware of the real risk of loss
in following any strategy or investment even if discussed on the show or any show-affiliated materials or websites. This material does
not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs and is not intended as recommendations
appropriate for you. You must make independent decisions regarding information, investments, or strategies mentioned on this
website or on the show. Before acting on information on economicwarroom.com website or on the show, or any related materials, you
should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and strongly consider seeking advice from your own financial or
investment advisor.
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The EWR Collection Deck – From Kevin Freeman
(List of resources and external links for more information)

Quick Access Links
About Dr. Patrick Byrne
Understanding the Election Fraud
Bi-Partisan Proof That Voting Machines Can Be Hacked
2020 Machines Gone Wild?
About Kill Chain Documentary

[ ] - Must Read/Watch
Where to Access Economic War Room
On BlazeTV https://get.blazetv.com/economic-war-room/
Our Website https://www.economicwarroom.com/
Our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/
Our Twitter page https://twitter.com/economicwarroom
Our YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/economicwarroomwithkevinfreeman
Our XOTV Channel https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
Link to all Economic Battle Plans™ https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans

About Dr. Patrick Byrne
[ ] “Who is Patrick Byrne?” | Deep Capture https://www.deepcapture.com/2019/10/who-is-patrick-byrne/
Former Overstock CEO Paying ‘Team Of Hackers And Cybersleuths’ To Prove Trump Won Election
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/former-overstock-ceo-paying-team-hackers-and-cybersleuthsprove-trump-won-election
Former Overstock CEO Byrne Dumps $90 Million Stock Gains Into Gold, Crypto “Out Of Reach Of Deep
State” | Zero Hedge
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/former-overstock-ceo-byrne-blows-out-90-million-stock-blamesdeep-state-and-sec
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[ ] Former Overstock.com CEO says he’s funding ‘a team of hackers and cybersleuths’ in an attempt to
prove that Trump won the presidential election
https://www.businessinsider.com/patrick-byrne-overstock-biden-trump-voting-conspiracy-theorieselection-2020-11
[ ] CEO of Overstock Patrick Byrne Weighs in on the Dominion Election Steal
https://youtu.be/RfzqmqhBA1Q
Meet Patrick Byrne: Bitcoin Messiah, CEO of Overstock, Scourge of Wall Street
https://www.wired.com/2014/02/rise-fall-rise-patrick-byrne/
Which Biglaw Firm Accidentally Released Embarrassing, Unredacted Documents About Goldman Sachs?
https://abovethelaw.com/2012/05/which-biglaw-firm-accidentally-released-embarrassing-unredacteddocuments-about-goldman-sachs/
[ ] An Enlightening Mistake https://www.economist.com/schumpeter/2012/05/15/an-enlightening-mistake
Understanding the Election Fraud
[ ] Every Legal Vote website www.EveryLegalVote.com
[ ] Primer on Fraud https://everylegalvote.com/primer
Fraud PhD https://everylegalvote.com/phd
[ ] Fraud Stories https://everylegalvote.com/explore
[ ] Economic War Room Shows https://www.economicwarroom.com/myvote
[ ] Never, Never Surrender https://youtu.be/EBRNDWcuw9g
Trump Supporters Rally in Washington to Protest Vote Fraud, Media
https://www.theepochtimes.com/trump-supporters-hold-rally-in-washington-to-protest-vote-fraudmedia_3579324.html
[ ] Keet Lewis With EveryLegalVote.com On Lou Dobbs
https://libertycgc.com/keet-lewis-with-everylegalvote-com-on-lou-dobbs/
NTD Interview https://www.ntd.com/ntd-business-full-broadcast-nov-13_527707.html
Washington Watch Interview https://www.tonyperkins.com/get.cfm?i=LR20K09
Sandy Rios Interview
https://afr.net/podcasts/sandy-rios-in-the-morning/2020/november/interview-with-kevin-freeman-oneverylegalvotecom-and-massive-biden-only-votes/
[ ] Kevin Freeman | ACWT Interview 11.17.20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSom2SP8FBQ
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EveryLegalVote interview on NewsMax https://youtu.be/5D-XsUEwwhM
[ ] Russ Ramsland on America Can We Talk https://youtu.be/0K3UHBN3O9k
Securing America Election Fraud Special
https://www.securingamerica.tv/securing-america-election-fraud-special/
War Room: Pandemic Ep 542 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVZLYXS_u6s&t=1659
Liquid Lunch on Every Legal Vote https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPTD64bzs34
[ ] Glenn Beck Interviews Kevin Freeman https://youtu.be/qF9l05tSesc
Bi-Partisan Proof That Voting Machines Can Be Hacked
[ ] Anomalies in Vote Counts and Their Effects on Election 2020
https://votepatternanalysis.substack.com/p/voting-anomalies-2020
2018 NY Times Video: Professor Shows Students How Easy It Is to Hack a Dominion Voting Machine
https://bongino.com/2018-ny-times-video-professor-shows-students-how-easy-it-is-to-hack-adominion-voting-machine/
Democratic senators warned of potential ‘vote switching’ by Dominion voting machines prior to 2020
election
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/democratic-senators-warned-of-potential-vote-switchingby-dominion-voting-machines-prior-to-2020-election
[ ] Reliability of pricey new voting machines questioned
https://www.denverpost.com/2020/02/23/new-voting-machines-reliability-questioned/
Top Democrats Raised Concerns About Dominion Voting Technology in 2019
https://www.breitbart.com/2020-election/2020/11/13/top-democrats-raised-concerns-about-dominionvoting-technology-in-2019/
2019 MSNBC report on hacking voter machines
https://twitter.com/jackposobiec/status/1330364450935812100?s=21
[ ] HBO’s John Oliver Called It ‘Completely Insane’ to Use Electronic Voting Machines in Nov. 2019
https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2020/11/21/hbos-john-oliver-called-it-completely-insane-touse-electronic-voting-machines/
‘Software I Hacked In 2005 Is Still In Use’: Cyber Security Expert Harri Hursti On 2020 Presidential Election
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/23/software-i-hacked-in-2005-is-still-in-use-cyber-securityexpert-hari-hursti-on-2020-presidential-election/
[ ] U.S. Lab: Electronic Voting Machines Shockingly Easy to Hack
https://rodmartin.org/u-s-lab-electronic-voting-machines-shockingly-easy-to-hack/
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[ ] Smartmatic, Comelec execs indicted https://manilastandard.net/mobile/article/238782
[ ] 2006 CNN report on voting machines
https://twitter.com/squirrel_hockey/status/1330591189645529090
2020 Machines Gone Wild?
[ ] Willful Blindness https://jrnyquist.blog/2020/11/20/willful-blindness/
[ ] Show the Graphs, Mr. President! https://stream.org/show-the-graphs-mr-president/
Whoa: Nearly a Third of Democrats Believe the Election Was Stolen From Trump https://davidharrisjr.com/
steven/whoa-nearly-a-third-of-democrats-believe-the-election-was-stolen-from-trump/
[ ] Sidney Powell Claims That Dominion Is ‘Shredding Documents’
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2020/11/20/sidney-powell-larry-oconnor-n2580458
Smoking Gun: Dominion Transferring Vote Ratios between Precincts in PA.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIlI46HdqKg&feature=youtu.be
Dominion, Smartmatic, and SCYTL were selected by the Krebs as part of his Council of Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security of the DHS
https://bwcentral.org/2020/11/dominion-smartmatic-and-scytl-were-selected-by-the-krebs-as-part-ofhis-council-of-cybersecurity-and-infrastructure-security-of-the-dhs/
Election Systems in Michigan County Appeared to Be Connected to Internet: Sworn Affidavit
https://www.theepochtimes.com/election-systems-in-michigan-county-appeared-to-be-connected-tointernet-sworn-affidavit_3571578.html
[ ] Captured in Real Time: That Moment in Virginia at 5:12 AM Where they Took 169,000 Votes Off the State
Totals
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/captured-real-time-moment-virginia-512-took-169000votes-off-state-totals/
Paper Warned About the Software Company at Center of Ballot Glitches in Swing States; UPDATE: MI SOS
Responds
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/bethbaumann/2020/11/07/key-swing-states-were-utilizing-a-softwarecompany-at-the-center-for-ballot-glitc-n2579664
‘There Was in Fact Fraud That Took Place:’ FEC Chairman Trey Trainor
https://www.theepochtimes.com/there-was-in-fact-fraud-that-took-place-fec-chairman-treytrainor_3588656.html
The Small World of Voting Machine Certification
https://theepochtimes.com/the-small-world-of-voting-machine-certification_3587972.html
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In sworn statement, prominent mathematician flags up to 100,000 Pennsylvania ballots
https://justthenews.com/politics-policy/elections/mathematics-prof-says-sworn-statement-many-56000gop-ballots-pa-may-be
[ ] Dominion Engineer Told Antifa He’d ‘Made Sure’ Trump Wouldn’t Win, Report Says
https://neonnettle.com/news/13250-dominion-engineer-told-antifa-he-d-made-sure-trump-wouldn-twin-report-says
Dominion, the Foreign Software Company with a Controversial Background Deciding American Elections
https://elamerican.com/dominion-the-foreign-software-company-with-a-controversial-backgrounddeciding-american-elections/
Impossible! Michigan, Georgia, PA and VA All Show the Exact Same Vote Ratio Between Trump and Biden
Among Mail-In Votes
https://rightwaypundit.com/impossible-michigan-georgia-pa-and-va-all-show-the-exact-same-vote-ratiobetween-trump-and-biden-among-mail-in-votes/
[ ] CLAIM: Dominion Exec Bragged That He Made Sure ‘Trump Is Not Gonna Win’ on Conference Call
https://pjmedia.com/election/matt-margolis/2020/11/28/claim-dominion-exec-bragged-that-he-madesure-trump-is-not-gonna-win-on-conference-call-n1179285
Pennsylvania Bombshell: Biden 99.4% vs. Trump 0.6%
https://spectator.org/pennsylvania-bombshell-biden-99-4-vs-trump-0-6/
DATA: Michigan Analysis Suggests Absentee Votes ‘Manipulated By Computer’, Flags Hundreds Of
Thousands Of Ballots
https://thenationalpulse.com/politics/michigan-election-fraud-analysis/
Digital Forensic Analysis Shows Dominion’s Server Connected to Iran and China: Affidavit
https://theepochtimes.com/digital-forensic-analysis-shows-dominions-server-connected-to-iran-andchina-affidavit_3595892.html
Sidney Powell sues Arizona officials over Dominion software, alleges 412,000 illegal ballots
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/dec/2/sidney-powell-files-arizona-election-lawsuit-over-/
[ ] Dr Shiva Ayyadurai, MIT PhD Testimony 113020 https://youtu.be/nwHa1pfyJjc
[ ] Enough Votes to Turn the Election–Voting Machine Secrets Revealed https://youtu.be/LzMQxHdaAkk
[ ] Firm That Owns Dominion Voting Systems Received $400 Million From Swiss Bank With Connection to
Chinese Government Before Election – Summit News
https://summit.news/2020/12/01/firm-that-owns-dominion-voting-systems-received-400-million-fromswiss-bank-with-connection-to-chinese-government-before-election/
Five Videos – Five States Where Votes Were Switched Live on TV Away from President Trump to Biden –
Updated
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/four-videos-four-states-votes-switched-live-tv-awaypresident-trump-biden/
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[ ] Dominion Contractor. There is an avenue for fraud. https://youtu.be/60j7c-Oa4UE
There are Issues with Dominion Voting Systems Software
http://www.eyeontampabay.com/2020/11/there-are-issues-with-dominion-voting.html
DATA: Michigan Analysis Suggests Absentee Votes ‘Manipulated By Computer’, Flags Hundreds Of
Thousands Of Ballots
https://www.wnd.com/2020/12/dominion-contractor-drops-bombshell-michigan-hearing/
[ ] Venezuelan Fire destroys voting machines https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-51800316
About Kill Chain Documentary
[ ] Kill Chain: The Cyber War on America’s Elections - Watch the HBO Original Documentary | HBO
https://www.hbo.com/documentaries/kill-chain-the-cyber-war-on-americas-elections
Hackers Easily Breach U.S. Voting Machines in Chilling ‘Kill Chain’ Trailer
https://www.rollingstone.com/movies/movie-news/kill-chain-hbo-documentary-voting-security-hacktrailer-962328/
HBO video makes claims about hacked Alaska election computer system in 2016
https://mustreadalaska.com/hbo-video-makes-claims-about-hacking-alaska-election-system-in-2016/
[ ] ‘Kill Chain’: HBO’s Election Security Doc Stresses Urgency
https://www.wired.com/story/hbo-kill-chain-election-security/
An early look at HBO’s election security documentary
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/morning-cybersecurity/2020/03/16/an-early-look-at-hbos-electionsecurity-documentary-786109
The journal of a plague year; threats of election dysfunction
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03/19/arts/journal-plague-year-threats-election-dysfunction/
HBO’s ‘Kill Chain’ reveals scary reality: U.S. voting system under attack
http://amsterdamnews.com/news/2020/mar/19/hbos-kill-chain-reveals-scary-reality-us-voting-sy/
Meanwhile, A Deeper Danger Than Pandemic
https://www.forbes.com/sites/melikkaylan/2020/03/24/meanwhile-a-deeper-danger-than-pandemic/
[ ] This Documentary Will Show You Just How Fragile Our Democracy Really Is
https://time.com/5809745/kill-chain-documentary-hbo-review/
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